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Starting points: Incumbents are…
“incumbents” in transition studies:
•

co-constitute the regime
(together with various other, e.g. material & institutional elements)

• benefit from stability of the regime
• can also engage in niche activities (hedge against instability risks)
⇒ incumbents (esp. large, multinational companies) often engage in
contradictory strategies
⇒ hence they are not really in their entirety part of the regime

In energy: (currently discussed)
•

•

municipal utilities often deviate in orientation from regime actors
- e.g. being pro CHP/ RES/ distributed generation etc.
- some even engage in ‘niche creation’
- for example: Badenova
Unique challenge to the notion of an “incumbent”: socialized EnBW
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What an incumbent is - depends on…
the delineation and “scaling” of the regime :
Are we looking at the “energy regime”
or the “electricity regime”?
…at the global regime of centralized, fossil energy?
or local, place bound & independently stabilized energy regimes?

Particularly interesting here: District Heating Systems (DHS)
Just one example - from Freiburg
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Freiburg: deviating from national energy regime

Two key strategies to achieve energy political ambitions:
A) Develop CHP (Kraft-Wärme-Kopplung); best in DHS
- highest efficiency
- potential switch to renewable fuels
=> perceived as “the greenest” option

B) Pioneer in solar energy (“Solar City”)
- host emerging solar industry
- support demonstration projects of solar architecture (passive houses..)
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Combined Heat & Power (CHP) in Freiburg

cover 50%
of electricity

Modified. © Freiburg environmental protection authority
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Planning for a new district:
An opportunity for all?
1993: opportunity to develop 40 ha of 1st class land
(conversion area) in growing Freiburg.
Citizens demand:
“Let’s create a
model district of sustainability”
Self-funded expertise in
mobility, energy, participation...
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Pushing both strategies at district level?

Applying both strategies in the future “model district”:
A) expanding efficient
district heating (DHS)
B) and solar architecture
(passive houses, PH)
…makes them negatively
interfering:
How many PHs can the
DHS economically cope with?
(1st conflict)
21.07.2016
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2nd conflict: Obligation to connect PH to DHS?

Low energy demand of PH
makes connection to DHS (mostly fixed costs) very expensive:
(high connection costs/a on top of capex for PH)

Future owner/users of PH
refuse to connect
(“We invested in good insulation!”)

But: utility/municipality insists:
demand of all is needed for
DHS’s economic performance!
“Compromise”:
Only those fulfilling 3 conditions
are exempted from the obligation (ST, proven PH, no el.).
21.07.2016
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Interpretation

Demand density makes DHS & PH strategies incompatible in one area.
This was voiced by a new group (“future PH-dwellers”)
in a newly opened arena (participatory planning, “model distr.”)

The outcome of the conflict (trial of force):
- solar architecture ambitions subordinated,
- tariff structure defended (city tariff, no linearization)
- very demanding “exit option” established,...

⇒ DHS expansion strategy has been made ‘immune’ to challenges
⇒ Utilities & city admin follow vested interests to strengthen the DHS
(linked via the municipal budget - bearing pot. losses in DHS)
⇒ A path dependency at city level;
⇒ Interesting interplay of local with trans-local dynamics/ lock-ins
[Energy Policy (78): Späth/ Rohracher 2015, cf. Gabillet 2015]

⇒ These challengers are incumbents too…
21.07.2016
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Conclusions
• DHS can be an instrument to challenge the global energy
regime + at the same time create local path dependencies!
• (local) governments are not independent of any regime but
either stabilize or challenge it. (co-evolution!)
• @ policy analysts: Little need to think more about good
transformative policies. Study rather how/why they are avoided!
The effects - observed in Freiburg - are ubiquitous,
Some practical conclusions/ prescriptions:
•

line bound, capital intensive infrastructures are set to produce
inescapable lock-in, killing future incentives to invest in efficiency

⇒ establish/expand DHS only, where the demand of heat (& cooling)
really allows for economic feasibility in the long term - despite all
future efficiency gains (e.g. via refurbishments).
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Thank You…

....for your attention
and reflections!

spaeth@envgov.uni-freiburg.de
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